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The ph11Õ2‹nh11Õ2 yrast band in odd-odd 140Tb
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The ph11/2^ nh11/2 yrast band in the odd-odd nucleus140Tb has been populated by the92Mo ( 54Fe, apn)
reaction at 240-MeV incident beam energy. No previous spectroscopic information was known in this nucleus.
The present data fit nicely in the systematics of theN575 isotones of La, Pr, Pm, Eu, and Tb (Z557 to 65!.

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 23.20.En, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.1j
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In order to investigate neutron-deficient nuclei in theA
'140 mass region we have carried out a study of the54Fe
192Mo reaction at 240-MeV incident beam energy. The
cident beam was obtained with the XTU tandem acceler
of the Legnaro National Laboratory, Legnaro, Italy. T
multidetector array GASP@1#, consisting of 40 high-
efficiency Compton-suppressed HpGe detectors and the
element BGO multiplicity filter, was used for obtainin
gamma-ray double and triple coincidence spectra. The
telescope Si ball~ISIS! @2# permitted information on the type
and multiplicity of the charged particles emitted, while t
recoil mass spectrograph@3# allowed mass identification
The target used was an'1 mg/cm2 thick 92Mo foil.

Due to the fact that the efficiency of charged particle d
tection of the ISIS ancillary detector is not 100%, the o
served charged particle~type and multiplicity! gated spectra
contain transitions from different channels. For examp
events froma2p (140Gd), a3p (139Eu), 2ap (137Eu), and
the 2a2p (136Sm) channels will appear inap (141Tb) spec-
tra, due to the escape from detection in the charged par
array of one or more protons and alpha particles. Theapn
events will also appear in theap spectra, as there was n
neutron detection. Thus, one can represent each multipl
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gatedg-g matrix as a weighted superposition of several
dividual channels, each with a weight proportional to t
intensities of gamma rays representing the particular ch
nel. This leads to a set of linear equations which may
solved to obtain linear combinations of the various spec
which then consist of transitions belonging only to the giv
channel of interest. We have used this technique to gene
‘‘cleaned’’ spectra consisting of transitions from each ind
vidual reaction channel corresponding to the various char
particle multiplicities.

To illustrate the resulting ‘‘cleaned’’ spectra in th
present case, we show in Fig. 1~a! the ap-gatedg-g total
projected spectrum, obtained from the charged-particle~type
and multiplicity!-g-g cube. The gamma-ray peaks corr
sponding to140Gd (a2p), 139Eu (a3p), 137Eu (2ap), and
136Sm (2a2p) channels can also be seen in this spectrum
addition to the transitions in141Tb and 140Tb nuclei pro-
duced in theap and apn channels. The (a2p) channel is
the strongest of these four channels, while the other three
populated much more weakly. In Fig. 1~b! the contributions
of the peaks from channels other thanap and apn have
been clearly suppressed by the procedure described ab
For example, in Fig. 1~b! the strongest lines corresponding
g ray transitions from the yrast band of140Gd (a2p channel!
have disappeared, while those belonging to141,140Tb (ap
andapn channels! are enhanced.

Of the various nuclei (Z563 to 66; N575 to 78! pro-
duced in this experiment, the 3p channel leading to143Tb
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was the strongest one populated at the incident energy
and the results on the high-spin structures populated in143Tb
were described in@4#, where a more detailed description
the experiment and the analysis of data may be found.
report here the results on theapn channel leading to the
odd-odd nucleus140Tb. No data on high-spin states we
known in 140Tb previous to this work. In spite of the fact tha
the production cross section for this nucleus was about
tenth that of143Tb and about a third of theap channel lead-
ing to 141Tb, it was possible to unambiguously assi
gamma transitions to140Tb nucleus by ruling out the poss
bility of these transitions belonging to141Tb, based on the
mass-gated spectra. In Fig. 2~a! we present the spectrum o
gamma rays, obtained as a sum of gates on several ga
transitions assigned to140Tb from an analysis of the mass
gated matrices. The spectrum in Fig. 2~b! was generated in a
similar manner, except for the fact that we started with
‘‘cleaned’’ charged-particle ~type and multiplicity!-g-g
cube, instead of theA-g-g cube, in order to obtain bette
statistics.

The level scheme of140Tb obtained from the presen
work is shown in Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 presents the@ph11/2
^ nh11/2# band in 140Tb (Z565) compared with the corre
sponding bands in the odd-odd nuclei withZ557– 63, 132La
@5#, 134Pr @6–8#, 136Pm @6#, and 138Eu @9#. One can see the
smooth behavior of the excitation energies among the 5
tones above the level with a spin and parity assignmen
(81). This smooth trend would continue down one mo
level, fed by the 118-keVg ray in 140Tb which could then be
the assigned (71) spin and parity, based on the DCO ratio
the 118-keV transition@1.13 ~20!, see Table I#. This assign-
ment would then be consistent with the smooth systema
of all the previous level schemes and spin assignments
the @ph11/2^ nh11/2# bands in theN575 doubly odd iso-
tones. The only exception to this behavior would then be

FIG. 1. ~a! ap-gated g-g total projected spectrum.~b!
‘‘Cleaned’’ ap and apn spectra from which the contributions o
xayp (x,y>2) channels have been removed.
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level scheme of134Pr according to@8#, where there is a cas
cade of two gamma rays viz., 306.5- and 94.3-keV deex
ing the (81) level, instead of just a singleg ray of M1
multipolarity. No (91→71) transition has been observed
the @ph11/2^ nh11/2# bands in any of these nuclei, except
the case of134Pr @8#, where it was observed as a very we
477.2-keV transition (,0.5%) and with only a tentative
placement in the level scheme. In addition there is disag
ment in the placement of the 306.5-keV gamma ray betw
@6# and@8#. We also mention here that recently Liuet al. @10#
have published a systematic study of spin assignment
low-lying levels in doubly odd nuclei aroundA'130. The

FIG. 2. ~a! Sum of gates on several transitions assigned to140Tb
starting with (A5140)-g-g cube.~b! Sum of gates on several tran
sitions assigned to140Tb starting with the ‘‘cleaned’’ charged
particle ~type and multiplicity!-g-g cube.

FIG. 3. The level scheme of140Tb obtained from the presen
work.
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FIG. 4. The @ph11/2^ nh11/2#
bands in the odd-oddN575 iso-
tonic chain withZ557–65.
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authors base their conclusions on the argument that the
citation energy of the levels in the@ph11/2^ nh11/2# bands,
with the same assigned spin, in a chain of deformed dou
odd isotones~isotopes! varies with the proton~neutron! num-
ber in a smooth way, and a deviation from this smooth tre
may imply a questionable spin assignment. They then go
to consider that the correct spin assignment is that wh
removes the deviation from the smooth trend. In the m

TABLE I. Energy levels, transition energies, intensities, DC
ratios, and tentative spin and parity assignments for the levels
signed to the140Tb nucleus.

Eg

@keV#
Ei

@keV#
Ef

@keV# I i
p→I f

p I g DCO ratio

118.7 118.7 0 (81)→(71) 100 1.13~20!

173.7 292.4 118.7 (91)→(81) 94 1.0~1!

253.5 805.4 551.9 (111)→(101) 27 0.94~13!

259.5 551.9 292.4 (101)→(91) 41 0.75~8!

317.6 1454.7 1137.2 (131)→(121) 10 1.03~18!

331.8 1137.2 805.4 (121)→(111) 19 0.68~17!

380.8 2217.9 1837.1 (151)→(141) 9
382.6 1837.1 1454.7 (141)→(131) 12
405.0 2622.9 2217.9 (161)→(151) , 5
433.2 551.9 118.7 (101)→(81) 6
513.0 805.4 292.4 (111)→(91) 7
585.3 1137.2 551.9 (121)→(101) 12 1.89~44!

649.3 1454.7 805.4 (131)→(111) 5.5
699.8 1837.1 1137.2 (141)→(121) 5.1
763.2 2217.9 1454.7 (151)→(131) 5.9
785.9 2622.9 1837.1 (161)→(141) , 5
825.0 3042.9 2217.9 (171)→(151) , 4
02730
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region ofA'130, these authors suggest that the spins of
levels of the@ph11/2^ nh11/2# bands may differ by one uni
from those shown in Fig. 4. Such a possibility cannot
confirmed or overruled from the present data.

The energy levels, transition energies, intensities a
DCO ratios and tentative spin and parity assignments for
levels assigned to the140Tb nucleus are shown in Table
The DCO ratios shown have been obtained with gates
dipole transitions, and as such, one would expect a valu
1.0 for a dipole and 2.0 for a quadrupole transition for t

FIG. 5. The experimental alignmentsi x and Routhianse8 for the
two signature components, viz.a521 and 0 of the yrast band o
140Tb.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 027302
GASP geometry@4#. The experimental alignmentsi x and
Routhianse8 for the two signature components, viz.,a
521 and 0 of the yrast band of140Tb were extracted by
using a frequency-dependent referenceJref520.0167.0v2

(\2 MeV21), extracted from the data. These results ha
been presented in Fig. 5. The signature splitting is less t
about 25 keV for rotational frequencies below\v50.3

FIG. 6. The ratios of the reduced transition ratesB(M1)/B(E2)
for the levels in the yrast band of140Tb.
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MeV, similar to that observed in the other isotones. This h
been attributed to a small amount of triaxiality (g'210° to
215°) in nuclei of this mass region.

From the intensities ofM1 andE2 transitions in the band
the ratios of the reduced transition ratesB(M1)/B(E2) have
been obtained, assuming that theE2/M1 mixing ratiod for
the DI 51 transitions is zero. It is found~Fig. 6! that the
ratios of the reduced transition rates are about
61.5(mN /e b)2. Similar values have been found for th
other nuclei in the isotonic chain@6,9#. Also shown in Fig. 6
is the theoretical estimate of these ratios, obtained using
geometrical model@11#, for theph11/2^ nh11/2 configuration
for K56 ~corresponding tovn59/2; vp53/2). A value of
K57 (vp55/2) leads to very similar results.

In summary, the yrast band has been located in
doubly-odd140Tb for the first time. Its structure is very simi
lar to corresponding bands in lighter doubly-odd isoton
with two high-j quasiparticles, pointing to the stabilizing e
fect of these quasiparticles on theg-soft cores.
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